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Abstract. When approximating a function that depends on a parameter, one encounters many
practical examples where linear interpolation or linear approximation with respect to the parameters
prove ineffective. This is particularly true for responses from hyperbolic partial differential equations
(PDEs) where linear, low-dimensional bases are difficult to construct. We propose the use of displacement interpolation where the interpolation is done on the optimal transport map between the
functions at nearby parameters, to achieve an effective dimensionality reduction of hyperbolic phenomena. We further propose a multi-dimensional extension by using the intertwining property of the
Radon transform. This extension is a generalization of the addedclassical translational representation
of Lax-Philips [Lax and Philips, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 70 (1964), pp.130–142].

1. Introduction. Linear interpolation or linear approximation is a concept that
is ubiquitous in computational mathematics. Perhaps the most familiar setting is
where one approximates an arbitrary function by a linear sum of functions from a
carefully chosen basis V. For example, the basis can be chosen as the Fourier basis,
Wavelet basis, or Chebyshev polynomial basis, depending on the application at hand
[42, 43, 50, 10]. The approximation with respect to these well-studied bases are
guaranteed to be optimal in some sense, often meaning that the number of terms
in the linear sum that achieves a desired accuracy is small. Put in other terms, an
accurate approximation is presumed to belong to some low-dimensional subspace of
the chosen basis V.
A more challenging problem arises when the function to be approximated depends on a parameter. For one fixed parameter value a linear approximation may
indeed be optimal, accurately representing the approximand with a few members of
V, but a different set of members may be needed for a good approximation at a different parameter value. In the worst case, one would need a large subset of V to
accurately approximate the function over all parameter values, and a low-dimensional
representation would be possible only locally. Mathematically speaking, we are describing the situation where the Kolmogorov N -width decays slowly (e.g. linearly)
with respect to the dimension N of the basis V [20]. Unfortunately, this is not a rare
worst-case scenario, but is the typical behavior for functions of interest in modeling
wave propagation: often the energy of the wave is concentrated at different spatial
locations for different parameter values, so that finding a global representation of the
wave profile using a fixed low-dimensional subspace is not possible [40, 1, 34, 46].
This high-dimensional nature of wave phenomena can also be characterized terms of
the separability of the Green’s function for the Helmholtz equation [15], however this
difficulty arises even for the simplest of examples [39].
Naturally, this also has important implications for the field of uncertainty quantification (UQ). Many numerical numerical methods devised for propagating uncertainties rely on exploiting some low-dimensional linear subspace for the random parameters. As a prime example, generalized polynomial chaos (gPC) expansions use
polynomial bases to efficiently compute the statistics of some quantity of interest
(QoI) [48]. However, the slow decay of the Kolmogorov N -width with respect to
the uncertain parameters also implies slow convergence of the expansion [47]. A
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closely related subject is that of reduced order models (ROMs) [20, 30]. Once a ROM
of a parametrized system is constructed, even naı̈ve Monte Carlo sampling of the
full solution becomes feasible. This makes ROMs valuable in various UQ problems,
whenever they could be constructed. Nonetheless, projection-based model reduction
methods suffer from precisely the same issue pointed out above, due to the lack of a
low-dimensional linear basis.
In this paper, we adopt an alternative approach in which we compute the transport map between functions in order to find a low-dimensional structure in the transport maps themselves. Given two wave profiles, we will find the map that will transport each unit mass in the first profile in the most optimal manner to the second
profile. This is precisely an optimal transport problem, and the interpolation we
are proposing is referred to as displacement interpolation in the optimal transport
literature [26, 44, 45].
For our purposes, this transport map is found by using the simplest solution
to the Monge-Kantorovich optimal transport problem [22, 4] in a single spatial dimension (1D), called monotone rearrangement. The problem minimizes the so-called
Wasserstein metric between two probability distributions [14], and we will show that
a very simple computation will produce the minimizing transport map. Moreover,
although the optimal transport problem poses that the two profiles have to be nonnegative, this restriction is easily removed by implementing an integral formulation
(2.6) rather than a differential formulation (2.7) of the problem. We also extend the
computation of transport maps to apply to functions of arbitrary sign. While this
may be satisfactory in 1D, wave propagation takes on a much more complicated form
in multiple spatial dimensions. We extend our displacement interpolation procedure
in 1D to multiple dimensions via a dimensional splitting that exploits the intertwining
property of the Radon transform [23, 19, 35]. That is, instead of dealing with the
multi-dimensional problem directly, we solve a collection of 1D Monge-Kantorovich
problems. This a natural extension of the translational representation of the solution
to the wave equation by Lax and Philips [23]. As a result of this interpolation procedure, one discovers a smooth map that interpolates between two wave profiles, even
though the profiles themselves can be nearly orthogonal to each other.
Individual components that form the interpolation techniques proposed in this
paper are closely related to recent works that have arisen in various contexts. The
subject matter spans different fields and its literature is growing rapidly, so we will
only provide a limited overview here.
Model reduction. The idea of finding a low-dimensional structure by applying
dimensionality reduction in transport maps was also proposed in [21], and these lowrank transport modes were called advection modes. Nonetheless, the work suggested
using linear programming to compute the optimal transport map in place of the
explicit monotone rearrangement, and the multi-dimensional extension was also done
by solving an equivalent multi-dimensional optimal transport problem. This incurs
a high computational cost, and prohibits its use in practical PDE applications. We
note that the authors adapted the interpolation techniques here to build a ROM
for paramterized scalar conservation laws [38], motivated by an elegant relationship
between optimal transport and scalar conservation laws observed in [5].
Image Processing. Displacement interpolants, or more generally Wasserstein
barycenters [2], are useful in image processing for tasks such as shape interpolation, warping, color transfer or texture mixing. In these applications, the Wasserstein
metric is commonly used along with an optimization procedure but again, the computational cost was too high [7]. In an effort to find cheaper approximations, both the
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monotone rearrangement [13], as well as an approximation to the Wasserstein metric
called the sliced Wasserstein distance were considered in [33], and the combination of
using monotone rearrangement along with the Radon transform was also proposed as
an approximation to the sliced Wasserstein barycenters themselves [31, 6]. Remarkably, the transform was proposed chiefly as a way to reduce computational cost and
the articles report appearance of artifacts when Radon transforms were used to interpolate between images, which is not unexpected since the most natural interpolants
between common images tend to be closer to the motion of a rigid body rather than
that of waves. The link between the Radon transforms and hyperbolic PDEs through
the intertwining property (2.31) was not made, and the interpolant with artifacts
may in fact be the correct interpolant we seek for our purposes. On the other hand,
breakthroughs in reducing computational costs of the optimal transport problem via
entropic-regularization [9, 3] has significantly alleviated the computational burden, so
direct computations on the multi-dimensional optimal transport problem appears to
be the more desired approach for this class of applications [41].
Wasserstein metric as a misfit function. The Wasserstein metric itself is of great
interest apart from our application for interpolation or dimensionality reduction. Also
called the Mallows distance [25], it has long been studied in the statistics literature in
relation to goodness-of-fit tests for non-normality or as measures of similarity between
histograms [12, 11, 27], due to its robustness with respect to location-scale families
of probability distributions. More recently, the metric has been employed as a misfit
function in various applications. For example, it was used in seismic inverse problems
[49, 28] to overcome common problems such as cycle-skipping that entails the use of
the usual `2 misfit function. Its application is also being explored in machine learning,
for instance as the loss function in supervised learning [16].
Our main contribution is in the generalization of the classical translational representation of Lax-Philips by combining monotone rearrangement with the Radon
transform, further extending the approach in conjunction with more general transforms, and applying them for dimensionality reduction of problems involving wave
propagation exhibiting high-dimensional behavior. The paper is organized as follows.
The displacement interpolant is derived in section 2 through the integral formulation
(2.6) of the monotone rearrangement problem. The simplest case of interpolating
between two strictly positive 1D profiles is considered first, then restrictions on the
signs are gradually removed. Then, a multi-dimensional extension is defined through
the Radon transform. Details on numerical implementation and numerical examples
illustrating various aspects of the interpolation scheme are presented in section 3.
2. Displacement interpolation. The most common approach to approximating a paramterized function is to apply the method of separation of variables and
then to perform linear approximation. Once the parameter function is separated,
one chooses a suitable linear basis, then proceeds to find a linear combination of its
members that approximates this function.
To make this more explicit, suppose that u is a function that depends on a a vector
of parameters α, and that we have evaluated the function at various parameter values
α1 , ..., αN . That is, we have obtained the set of functions
U = {un = u(αn ) : n = 1, 2, ...N }.
The goal is to interpolate these function with respect to the parameters.
Throughout this paper, we will refer to each member in U itself as a function,
and when referring to multiple members, we will refer to them in plural as functions,
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although they are merely the function u evaluated as given parameter values {αn }.
We will also suppress the dependence of u on its domain, for simplicity of notation.
If there is a suitable basis V of U with small dimension M ,
V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vM },
then a natural choice for approximating the solution u at a new parameter value α,
is to construct ũ that is a linear combination of the basis functions,
(2.1)

ũ(α) =

M
X

cj (α)vj .

j=1

There is a wealth of choices for the coefficients cj (α),
chosen
Pbut they are typically
2
to minimize the error in some sense, for example
n kũ(αn ) − un k2 . When the
coefficients are chosen in a way that this error vanishes (that is, ũ(αn ) = un ) we call
the approximation ũ an interpolant.
Although linear approximation (or interpolation) is a very powerful tool, there are
examples where linear approximation with respect to the parameters fail to be optimal,
due to the fact that there exists no low-dimensional linear subspace V, even though
U may be low-dimensional in some other sense. An example of particular interest is
when u(α) is the solution to a hyperbolic PDE. To demonstrate this difficulty, suppose
the parameter is the time variable, α = t, and u(t) is the solution to a 1-dimensional
transport equation


 ut + ux = 0 in (0, 1),
u(x, 0) = φ(x − 3w),
(2.2)


u(0, t) = u(1, t),
where w = 0.05, and φ(x) is a hat function centered at 0 of width 2w,

1

if − w ≤ x ≤ 0,
 w (x + w)
1
(2.3)
φ(x; w) = − w (x − w) if 0 ≤ x ≤ w,


0
otherwise.
Suppose that we are given u(t) at various times t1 < t2 < · · · < tM as shown in
Figure 1. These functions u(tn ) are all orthogonal to each other since supp u(tn ) ∩
supp u(tm ) = ∅ for n 6= m, hence no low-dimensional basis V can be found for U =
{u(tn )}. Nonetheless, the functions are merely translates of each other.
Naturally, our goal is to construct an interpolant ũ(t) that satisfies ũ(tj ) = u(tj )
that exploits this translation symmetry without having to compute additional solutions (that is, adding to U) or adaptively refining the linear basis (adding to V). We
propose to construct an interpolant using displacement interpolation [26], by solving
a simple optimal transport problem between the functions {u(tn )} then find the lowrank structure in the computed transport maps. To keep the operations as simple as
possible, we make use of a simple optimal transport solution, called monotone rearrangement [25, 44]. The resulting solution is straightforward to compute, making it
a potentially useful tool in a wide variety of contexts.
2.1. Monotone rearrangement. Suppose we wish to interpolate between two
functions u1 , u2 > 0 in L := L2 (Ω) ∩ L∞ (Ω) that satisfies
Z
Z
(2.4)
u1 dx =
u2 dx = 1.
Ω

Ω
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Fig. 1: The initial condition in (2.2), the hat function φ(x − 3w) with w = 0.05
(left). The solution of the advection equation (2.2) at different times tn = 3(n − 1)w
overlayed on top of each other, for n = 1, 2, ..., 6 (right).

In our setting, the two functions can be considered to be the parametrized function u(α) evaluated at two parameter values α1 and α2 , that is, u1 = u(α1 ) and
u2 = u(α2 ). In the optimal transport literature these two densities are referred to as
probability distribution functions (PDFs), and we will follow this convention as long
as the functions we are referring to are non-negative.
We define the optimal transport problem as:
Z
find M that minimizes
|x − M (x)|u1 (x) dx,
(2.5)
Ω
subject to u1 (M (x)) = u2 (x).
This is a version of the mass transfer problem posed by Monge [22, 44], and the minimizing functional is called the Wasserstein metric [14]. The problem is well-known
to be degenerate even in the simple 1-dimensional setting, as illustrated by the bookshifting example [17]. However, there is a particularly simple explicit formulation of
the solution when Ω = R: we seek a non-decreasing function U (x) such that
Z x
Z U (x)
(2.6)
u1 dx =
u2 dx.
−∞

−∞

This solution is called monotone rearrangement, as it rearranges the mass in a monotone manner. Physically, this implies that particle trajectories do not cross, when
they are transported across the domain by the transport map. Without loss of generality, we will first consider the case of approximating between two such 1-dimensional
functions u1 and u2 that are positive in the domain R. The restrictions on the dimension, the number of functions, and the strict positivity, will all be removed as we
progress.
Upon differentiating (2.6), we obtain the ordinary differential equation
U 0 (x) = u1 (x)/ u2 (U (x)),

(2.7)

valid when u1 , u2 > 0 with regularity conditions, for example if u1 , u2 are smooth.
As an alternative to solving the differential equation, we may compare the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of u1 and u2 :
Z x
Z x
(2.8)
U1 (x) :=
u1 (y) dy and U2 (x) :=
u2 (y) dy.
−∞

−∞
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Since u1 , u2 are both positive U1 , U2 are both strictly monotone increasing. Moreover,
eλ of the
the CDFs are continuous hence the inverses of U1 and U2 exist. The CDF U
displacement interpolant (for given weight λ) is defined by letting its inverse equal
the linear combination of U1−1 and U2−1 [12],
(2.9)

e −1 (y) := (1 − λ)U −1 (y) + λU −1 (y)
U
1
2
λ

where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

Then, letting λ(α) be the barycentric coordinate1 of α with respect to the nodes
{α1 , α2 }, the displacement interpolant is obtained by taking the derivative of its CDF,

d e
Uλ(α) .
dx
It is easy to see that ũα is indeed an interpolant; when α = α1 (α = α2 ) one recovers
ũα = u1 (ũα = u2 , respectively). We will also denote this interpolation by I(α; u1 , u2 ),
as indicated above.
Nonetheless, this interpolant cannot be directly used for the 1D transport equation example above (2.2) because the solution u vanishes in some portions of the
domain. Therefore, we next generalize the definition for the interpolant ũα (2.10), so
that u1 , u2 are allowed to be zero in some parts of the domain.
(2.10)

ũα := I(α; u1 , u2 ) :=

2.2. Two functions with non-negative values. In this section, we remove the
requirement that u1 , u2 both have to be strictly positive, and define the interpolation
procedure for two functions with non-negative values. The intervals where these
functions vanish appear as intervals in which the respective CDFs is constant. Now
the CDFs are no longer invertible, but their graphs certainly can be reflected across the
line {(x, y) : x = y} and these intervals can be conveniently represented as Heaviside
jump functions.
Suppose u1 , u2 are allowed to vanish, that is, u1 , u2 ≥ 0. This implies that the
CDFs U1 , U2 may have intervals in which they are constant. We will restrict our
discussion to functions u1 , u2 for which there are only finitely many such intervals.
Now, let us define a set of values for which Un (x) is constant,
(2.11)

Yn := {y : Un−1 (y) is not a singleton},

for n = 1, 2,

then enumerate the members of the set Yn in increasing order,
n
y1n < y2n < · · · < ykn < · · · < yK
.

We define the end-points of the intervals as follows,
ank := min{Un−1 (ykn )}

and

bnk := max{Un−1 (ykn )},

and let `nk = bnk − ank denote the length of these intervals.
On the other hand, when y ∈
/ Yn , the inverse Un−1 (y) is well-defined. Let us define
−1
Wn as the left limit of Un where it exists,
Wn (y) := lim+ Un−1 (z).
z→y

We define Un† to be a pseudo-inverse of Un in which the intervals where Un is constant
are represented using the Heaviside jump function H,
(2.12)

Un† (y) := Wn (y) +

K
X
k=1

1 Here,

`nk H(y − ykn ).

if α1 < α2 then λ(α) = (α − α1 )/(α2 − α1 ) for α1 ≤ α ≤ α2 .
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Note that the pseudo-inverse encodes all the necessary information to recover Un , so
we can extend the interpolation previously defined in (2.9) for nonnegative profiles.
eλ of the displacement interpolant (for given weight λ) is naturally given
The CDF U
in terms of its pseudo-inverse,
(2.13)

e † := (1 − λ)U † (y) + λU † (y)
U
1
2
λ

where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

e † may involve Heaviside functions, one can uniquely determine U
eλ from
Although U
λ
its pseudo-inverse defined here. Letting λ(α) denote the barycentric coordinate of α
with respect to the nodes {α1 , α2 }, the interpolant is given by the derivative of the
CDF,
ũα := I(α; u1 , u2 ) :=

(2.14)

d e
Uλ(α) .
dx

This removes the restriction that the two functions have to be strictly positive.
2.3. Two functions of arbitrary total mass. Suppose the two functions
u1 , u2 ≥ 0 do not integrate to one. We can incorporate this additional generalization into our definition by simply scaling (2.14) by a multiplicative constant. We
simply let
Z ∞
(2.15)
Mn :=
un dx,
for n = 1, 2,
−∞

to normalize U1 , U2 , so that the linear combination (2.13) now becomes
(2.16)

e † (y) := (1 − λ)U † (M1 y) + λU † (M2 y)
U
1
2
λ

where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

Letting λ(α) denote the barycentric coordinate, we scale the interpolant linearly in
the final step,
(2.17)

ũα := I(α; u1 , u2 ) := [(1 − λ(α))M1 + λ(α)M2 ]

d e
Uλ(α) ,
dx

This guarantees that although the total integral of u1 and u2 are not the same, that
of ũα will interpolate between the two values linearly, that is,
Z ∞
Z ∞
Z ∞
ũα dx = (1 − λ(α))
u1 dx + λ(α)
u2 dx.
−∞

−∞

−∞

2.4. Two functions with values of arbitrary sign. Now we remove the
restriction that the two functions u1 and u2 have to be non-negative. We will separate
the positive and negative parts and treat them separately. This marks a point of
departure from the optimal transport problem (2.5), and our extension will not be
a genuine extension of the optimal transport solution in many aspects. However,
the extension here are intuitive and more suitable in our context of dimensionality
reduction of responses with large convective effects. This straightforward strategy was
also considered for defining the Wasserstein metric between such functions in [7, 49],
but neither applies when any of the parts vanish, the case considered in (2.22) below.
While this case may be negligible in other contexts, in hyperbolic problems wave
profiles often reflect and propagate with negated sign, so it would be meaningful to
construct a well-defined interpolation even for that case. In [49], it was also suggested
7

u1

I(α; u1 , u2 )

u+
1

u2

−
u1 = u+
1 − u1

u2 = u+
2
u+
2

−u−
1
+
I(α; u+
1 , u2 )

u+
1

+
−I(α; u−
1 , u2 )

u+
2
−u−
1

−u+
2

Fig. 2: Illustration for displacement interpolation of two functions u1 , u2 of arbitrary
sign when u−
2 = 0 (2.22), defined in terms of two interpolations of the non-negative
cases (2.19). One treats the positive and negative parts (top row) by applying the
interpolation for non-negative functions separately to both pairs (bottom row).

that a fixed constant c be added to {un } to achieve positivity, but this addition of
low-frequency content can cause the low-rank structures to be lost; see the concluding
remarks of subsection 2.5.
Let us denote the postive and negative parts of u1 , u2 as follows,
(2.18)

u+
n := max{un , 0},

u−
n := min{un , 0},

for n = 1, 2.

−
+
−
−
+
If all of u+
1 , u1 , u2 , u2 are nontrivial, we interpolate as above for un and un separately
−
+
as in (2.17) to obtain ũα and ũα ,
+
+
ũ+
α := I(α; u1 , u2 )

(2.19)

and

−
−
ũ−
α := I(α; u1 , u2 ),

and then take their difference to be the interpolant,
−
ũα := I(α; u1 , u2 ) := ũ+
α − ũα .

(2.20)

−
+
−
If any of u+
1 , u1 , u2 , u2 vanishes, one uses the part of opposite sign to interpolate.
−
As an example, suppose u−
2 = 0 but all the other parts are nonzero, we compute ũα
−
+
as the interpolant between u1 and −u2 ,
+
+
ũ+
α := I(α; u1 , u2 )

(2.21)

and

−
+
ũ−
α := I(α; u1 , u2 ),

but we combine them so that the integral of ũα is a linear interpolant,
−
ũα := I(α; u1 , u2 ) := ũ+
α − β ũα .

(2.22)

The coefficient β is determined by imposing that the integral of the interpolant should
be a linear interpolant between the integral of u1 and u2 (that is, M1 and M2 , respectively) as was done in (2.17),
Z ∞
Z ∞
−
(2.23)
ũα dx =
(ũ+
α − β ũα ) dx = (1 − λ(α))M1 + λ(α)M2 .
−∞

−∞

Then one may easily compute β,
(2.24) β =

(1 − λ(α))M1− + λ(α)M2−
(1 − λ(α))M1− + λ(α)M2+

where

Mn± :=

Z

∞

−∞
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u±
n dx

for n = 1, 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3: Two functions u1 and u2 and their displacement interpolant defined by the
+
interpolation procedure (2.22). The case when u−
1 and u2 vanish (a,c), and the case
−
only u2 vanishes (b,d).

Since M2− = 0 in this case, we have that
(2.25)

β=

(1 − λ(α))M1−
.
(1 − λ(α))M1− + λ(α)M2+

Analogous definitions follow for other cases (when more of u±
n vanish.) Two representative examples are shown in Figure 3.
The extension suggested here appears natural for our applications, but it is by
no means the only possible one. We also note that unlike the monotone rearrangement, the resulting interpolant defined here for arbitrary signs will not preserve the
monotonicity in general. However, since we are simply interested in finding a lowdimensional structure in the transport maps thusly defined, the lack of monotonicity
is not necessarily a serious concern.
On the other hand, it may be advantageous to adapt the interpolation procedure above by decomposing the derivatives of u1 and u2 into individual pieces with
connected supports and apply the interpolation above between individual pairs, in
relation to scalar conservation laws [5]. This interpolation procedure was called displacement interpolation by pieces and used in the construction of ROMs in [38]. This
map will preserve monotonicity if the given functions satisfy the signature condition
defined therein. We will show in subsection 2.7 that these extensions are merely
special cases of a more general formulation.
2.5. More than two functions. Consider the case when we are given multiple
functions, corresponding to the parametrized function evaluated at multiple parameter
9

values,
U = {u(α1 ), u(α2 ), ..., u(αn )}.
For simplicity of exposition, let us assume that all functions in U are non-negative.
We wish to interpolate these functions with respect to the parameters α. Let us
compute Un† for each un = u(αn ) by the formula (2.12), and denote the set of these
CDFs by U † = {Un† : n = 1, ..., N }. Then we can extend the interpolation procedure,
by generalizing the definition of the CDF of the interpolant (2.13) in a piece-wise
linear manner,
(2.26)

eα† :=
U

N
X

λn (α) Un† .

n=1

There is a freedom in choosing λn (α) but we will choose it to be the barycentric
coordinates for conceptual simplicity. For more general discussions on Wasserstein
barycenters, see [2]. That is, {αn } will serve as nodes (or vertices) of a tessellation,
and λn (α) will yield the barycentric coordinate with respect to the nodes of the
polytope α belongs to.
Further suppose that U † has a low-rank representation with the corresponding
low-dimensional basis V † = {Vn† : n = 1, ...M }. Then, the interpolant can be computed in a similar manner as was done for the linear approximation (2.1),
(2.27)

e†
U
LR,α :=

N
X

νn (α) Vn† .

n=1

for coefficients νn that depend on α. Therefore we obtain a low-dimensional repree†
sentation U
LR,α in terms of the optimal transport map. Then ũα is given by the
analogue of (2.17),
"N
#
X
d
ŨLR,α
(2.28)
ũα := I(α; u1 , · · · , uN ) :=
νn (α)Mn
dx
n=1
Straightforward adjustments to (2.26) and (2.27) can be made for the case when the
functions take on arbitrary signs. The basis functions {Vn } in (2.27) were named
advection modes in [21], although the modes here can be computed explicitly without
any optimization. In order to demonstrate that the interpolant ũα is useful, let us
revisit the 1D transport example (2.2). Suppose we were given the set of solutions to
the transport equation,
U = {u(tn ) : n = 1, ..., 6}

where tn = 3w(n − 1),

(w = 0.05),

as was shown in Figure 1. If one computes the CDFs {Un } for each un = u(tn ), as
shown in Figure 4, one discovers that their pseudo-inverses are
(2.29)

Un† (y) = 3w(n − 1)H(y) + U1† (y).

This shows that translation is a low-dimensional operation when viewed in the form
(2.27), representable by the addition of a Heavside function. That is, although direct application of low-rank approximations such as the singular value decomposition
(SVD) will not succeed in finding a low-rank approximation directly with {un }, it can
be successfully applied to the CDFs {Un† }. See subsection 3.4 for a related example.
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Fig. 4: Plot of Un† corresponding to the six hat functions to the right of Figure 1.

We remark that an addition of a constant value to u(tj ) can affect this low-rank
property for this problem. Just as linear operation such as the addition by a constant
in the y variable result in rank-increasing operations (translation) in the x variable,
linear operations in x can result in an increase of rank as functions in the y variable.
This implies that some simple preprocessing of the functions may be necessary for
this approach to be successful in general, e.g, the application of these methods to the
derivative ∂un /∂x instead of un , as is done when applying displacement interpolation
by pieces [38]. This was also observed in [7] where low-band modes were treated
independently. This being said, the issue appears to be easy to circumvent and did
not significantly affect the applicability of the interpolation method in our examples.
2.6. Multiple spatial dimensions. We have so far defined the displacement
interpolation I (2.10, 2.17, 2.22) in a single spatial dimension. This definition can
be naturally extended to multiple dimensions, and one approach is to consider the
multi-dimensional Monge-Kantorovich optimal transport problem [4]. However, the
multi-dimensional problem itself requires a solution of a nontrivial problem, e.g., the
Monge-Ampère equation or related optimization problem which makes the resulting
interpolant implicit and expensive to compute. To avoid such hurdles we instead
propose a multi-dimensional extension which makes use of the intertwining property
of the Radon transform [19, 29, 23, 35]. Note that this extension was also explored in
the image processing literature [31, 6] as a method for avoiding the high computational
cost of solving the multi-dimensional optimal transport problem.
Suppose u is a function of multiple spatial dimensions (e.g. d = 2, 3). The Radon
transform of u is a function of s ∈ R and ω ∈ S d−1 , defined as the integral over the
hyperplane oriented by s and ω,
Z
(2.30)
R [u] (s, ω) :=
u(x) dm(x),
x·ω=s

where m(x) is the Euclidean measure over the hyperplane {x ∈ Rd : x · ω = s}.
The main property of this transform we will be interested in is the intertwining
property [19, 29],




∂u
∂
(2.31)
R
(s, ω) = ωi
R [u] (s, ω),
∂xi
∂s
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where ωi is the i-th component of ω. For example, the multi-dimensional transport
equation
ut + θ · ∇u = 0 where θ ∈ S d−1 ,

for u is transformed into a collection of 1D transport equations for R[u], where the
transport speed for each 1D problem now depends on ω,
(2.32)

R [u]t + (θ · ω) R [u]s = 0.

This property is useful not only for the transport equation, but other hyperbolic PDEs
such as the acoustics equations. We refer to [35] for further details.
A natural extension of the displacement interpolation procedure I in 1D defined in
the previous sections is to perform the interpolation for each fixed ω in the transformed
variable s. That is, given two multi-dimensional PDFs u1 , u2 ≥ 0, we define the
displacement interpolant in terms of its Radon transform,
(2.33)

R [ũα ] (·, ω) := I (α; R [u1 ] (·, ω), R [u2 ] (·, ω))

We will also denote the interpolation that appears on the RHS of (2.33) by
(2.34)

I⊗ (α; R [u1 ] , R [u2 ]) ,

where I⊗ acts on the s-variable of the transform individually. We now invert the
transform to obtain ũα ,
(2.35)

ũα := Id (α; u1 , u2 ) := R−1 [R[ũα ]] .

The inversion R−1 is ill-posed, but unlike in the more common tomography setting
one can reduce the inversion error simply by over-sampling the forward data. For
a more detailed discussion, we refer the reader to [35, 36]. In section 3, we will see
that this explicit construction yields reasonable numerical results. We will call this
interpolation operator the generalized Lax-Philips operator, as it generalizes the translation representation of the one-parameter family of solutions to the wave equation
by Lax-Philips [23] to representations using monotone rearrangement.
To the best of our knowledge, it has not yet been rigorously investigated whether
this particular construction ũα is a solution to a multi-dimensional optimal transport
problem, perhaps a variant of (2.5). We will not pursue such an undertaking here,
and leave the task to a future work.
2.7. Composition with general transforms. The application of the Radon
transform in subsection 2.6 suggests that the interpolant can achieve a rich set of
behavior when applied together with the right transform. We formally define such
a displacement interpolation procedure in this section. Let us denote an invertible
transform by T . We define IT : L × L → L by a conjugation of I⊗ ,
(2.36)

IT := T −1 I⊗ T .

Note that the dependence on the interpolation parameter α is omitted here. If the
operands are 1D functions, let I⊗ = I.
As an elementary example, the operation of separating the positive and negative
parts as in subsection 2.4 can be formulated differently. For the case when neither
the positive nor the negative parts vanish, the transform T may be given by
(2.37)

T [u] = [max{u, 0}, max{−u, 0}]
12

and

T −1 [u+ , u− ] = u+ − u− .

Similar definitions could be made for the other cases discussed in subsection 2.4.
Displacement interpolation by pieces in [38] could also be expressed in this form.
We will remark on how (2.36) serves to unify the various interpolants based on the
monotone rearrangement in 1D that appear here and elsewhere under one framework.
The generalized Lax-Philips operator (2.35) is a special case of the above when one
lets T = R. We also note that the operator I⊗ could have been applied to the ωvariable as an alternative. One obvious choice for T could be the derivative operator;
see subsection 3.5. In image processing, choosing T to be the Fourier transform or
wavelet transform was shown to be useful for color or texture mixing [6, 33]. The
treatment of low-frequency components in [7] can also be related to by (2.36).
In our numerical example in subsection 3.8, we will show that T = R ⊗ PF for
some permutation P can capture the low-rank structure of oscillatory functions.
3. Numerical implementation and examples. In this section, we discuss
some issues related to implementation and provide some numerical examples that
illustrate the behavior of the displacement interpolant introduced in the previous
sections.
3.1. Implementation. In the discretized setting, the function un in the previous sections will be represented as a vector un in RD . We will choose a piece-wise
constant representation of the function un . The reason for this is simplicity, as the
exact cumulative distribution function Un defined in (2.8) will then be piece-wise linear. This is convenient since we plan to perform linear operations on Un† , e.g., to
interpolate between two profiles in (2.13), or to compute low-rank linear bases for
multiple profiles in (2.27). A higher-order representation of un will cause the exact
representation of Un† to involve fractional powers of y (such as the square root) which
is cumbersome to work with, especially when the grid-points are not uniform in terms
of the variable Un .
To be more precise, let us suppose that un represents un by its integral over cells
of uniform width h, i.e., xj+1/2 = jh,
Z
1 xj+1/2
un dx.
(un )j =
h xj−1/2
Now, let us denote by Un the cumulative distribution of un when viewed in its piecewise constant representation. The result will be a piece-wise linear function
Pj and will
serve as a discretization of Un , a linear interpolant through the points k=1 (un )k on
the same uniform grid {xj }.
To compute the pseudo-inverse Un† one simply exchanges the two entries of the
interpolating points. That is
(xj+1/2 , (Un )j )

→

((Un )j , xj+1/2 ).

We will define U†n as the linear interpolant of these points. When represented as a
2D array, for example, we can write
(U†n )j,1 = (Un )j

and

(U†n )j,2 = xj+1/2 .

However, although (Un )j is non-increasing, it does not form a uniform grid in general,
and there will be redundant entries if un vanishes. So some care must be taken when
computing linear operations such as (2.13) on U†n . One simple solution would be
to merge the grid (Un )j whenever two pseudo-inverses are added, and in the worst
13

case the size of the array will grow linearly with the number of operations. We will
make this choice for the implementation presented here as the interpolation procedure
will be exact and free from approximation errors, but one may opt for a fixed grid
interpolation away from the points in Y where Un is constant (2.11) for efficiency.
The implementation we have used is available in a public online repository [37].
To compute the Radon transform (2.30), we will make use of a fast approximate
algorithm called the Discrete Radon Transform (DRT) [8, 32, 35]. To control the
inversion error, the inverse is computed using the conjugate gradient algorithm [18]
on the prolongated transform. While the computational cost for the inversion could
be high, it is still conjectured to be O(D5/2 log D) when the 2-dimensional functions
un are each represented on the grid of size D × D (so that un is in RD×D ). Further
improvements in the inversion algorithms may reduce this computational burden, but
this topic is also left as future work.
3.2. 1D interpolation with 2D parameters. In this section, we will illustrate the behavior of the displacement interpolant defined above by computing the
interpolant between three different functions u1 , u2 , u3 functions, using the barycentric formula. These three functions are shown in Figure 5. The function u1 is a sum
of two hat functions φ (2.3) with different heights and positions, and the function u2
is a sharp hump which can be represented by a sum of two Heaviside jump functions.
The function u3 is a superposition of two functions in the form of u2 . These functions
are neither translates of each other nor do they have identical number of connected
supports. In other words, if one recalls the definition of Yn (2.11), we have that
|Y1 | = |Y3 | = 3 whereas |Y2 | = 2. Also, total mass is distributed differently between
the two superposed profiles in u1 and u3 . These functions are shown in Figure 5. The
corresponding CDFs are shown in Figure 6.
The displacement interpolant we will compute will be of the form (2.26), where
for the coefficients c we will use the barycentric coordinates λ. We will suppose that
u1 = u(α1 ),

u2 = u(α2 ),

u3 = u(α3 ),

where the parameter values are given by
α1 = (0, 0),

α2 = (1, 0),

α3 = (0, 1).

Then the displacement interpolant is written as
ũα = Iλ(α) (α; u1 , u2 , u3 ),

(3.1)

e † is computed by
whose pseudo-inverse of the CDF U
eα† = λ1 (α)U † + λ2 (α)U † + λ3 (α)U †
U
1
2
3

(3.2)

= (1 − α1 − α2 )U1† + α1 U2† + α2 U3† .

We will evaluate ũα at the nodes in the convex hull of {α1 , α2 , α3 } shown as
white circles in Figure 5 with respective enumeration. The nodes are,
(3.3)

α̃1 = (0.25, 0),

α̃4 = (0.75, 0.25),

α̃7 = (0, 0.75),

α̃10 = (0.25, 0.25),

α̃2 = (0.5, 0),

α̃5 = (0.5, 0.5),

α̃8 = (0, 0.5),

α̃11 = (0.5, 0.25),

α̃3 = (0.75, 0),

α̃6 = (0.25, 0.75),

α̃9 = (0, 0.25).

α̃12 = (0.25, 0.5).

Figure 7 displays the displacement interpolant ũ at the nodes α̃1 , α̃2 , α̃3 , and
shows a gradual deformation of u1 into u2 . One notices that the acute angle at the
14
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α1
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8 12 5
9 10 11 4
1 2 3
α2

Fig. 5: The three functions u1 = u(α1 ),u2 = u(α2 ), u3 = u(α3 ), corresponding to
parameter values α1 = (0, 0) α2 = (1, 0), α3 = (0, 1). The convex hull of {α1 , α2 , α3 }
is also displayed along with nodes where the inteprolants will be computed enumerated
1 to 12. The computed interpolants are shown in subsequent Figures 7 to 10.

tip of the two linear hat functions of u1 gradually relax towards a horizontal line. The
two peaks also are transported towards each other, about to merge into the profile of
u2 . In Figure 8 we see ũα evaluated at the nodes α̃4 , α̃5 , α̃6 . The one sharp hump
in u2 is split into two sharp humps and is scaled and transported to become u3 . The
monotone rearrangement (2.6) ensures that the initial split takes place precisely at
the ratio between the mass of two sharp humps in u3 . In Figure 9, ũα is evaluated
at α̃7 , α̃8 , α̃9 , the two sharp profiles in u3 are deformed into u1 , and since the hump
to the left does not contain enough mass to form the large hat function on the left in
u1 , a bulk of mass is taken from the right hump. As parameter approaches that of
α1 the profiles sharpen and form a peak. The left two peaks will merge to form one
hat function. In Figure 10 the displacement interpolant at α̃10 , α̃11 , α̃12 are shown.
These corresponds to interior points, and we observe interesting behavior of three
hump functions of various shapes.
The behavior is predictable and natural, and the location of the profiles as well
as their shapes are adjusted smoothly according to the paramters. This is in contrast
to linear interpolation, where the basis functions are largely stationary.
3.3. Wavelets. It is straightforward to see the continuous wavelet basis [10] as
a special case of a two-parameter version of (2.26) (or (3.2)), with u1 (x) taken as a
wavelet function ψ(x). We perform the following displacement interpolation,

(3.4)

ζ(x; α1 , α2 ) := I(α1 , α2 ; u1 , u2 , u3 ),



 u1 (x) = ψ(x), √
where
u2 (x) = ψ(x/2)/ 2,


u3 (x) = ψ(x − 1).

The interpolants are shown in Figure 11. The continuous wavelet basis {ψa,b (x)} is
constructed by scaling and translating ψ(x), which is related to the above interpolation
15

Fig. 6: The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the functions u1 , u2 and u3 ,
denoted by U1 , U2 and U3 , respectively.

α1

1 2 3
α2

Fig. 7: The displacement interpolants ũα for the values α̃1 , α̃2 , and α̃3 . The specific
values are listed in (3.3).

α3
6
5
4
α2

Fig. 8: The displacement interpolants ũα for the values α̃4 , α̃5 , and α̃6 . The specific
values are listed in (3.3).
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α3
7
8
9
α1

Fig. 9: The displacement interpolants ũα for the values α̃7 , α̃8 , and α̃9 . The specific
values are listed in (3.3).

α3
12
10 11
α1

α2

Fig. 10: The displacement interpolants ũα for the values α̃10 , α̃11 , and α̃12 . The
specific values are listed in (3.3).

I(α1 , α2 ) with
(3.5)

− 12

ψa,b (x) = |a|


ψ

x−b
a





b
= C(a, b)ζ x; a,
a


.

Therefore the wavelet basis results from ζ in (3.4) up to a scalar multiple C.
In this sense, the displacement interpolation produces a generalization of the
wavelet basis, beyond simple operations like dilation or translation. This observation
can be expressed as an expansion in the characteristic variables, see [21, 38].
3.4. Multiple hat functions. Here we will revisit the example of multiple hat
functions displayed in Figure 1. Recall the definition of hat functions φ(x; w) (2.3).
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0.3

α1 = 0
α1 = 0.5
α1 = 1.0

0.2
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0.1
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0
x

0.5
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Fig. 11: Plot of the Mexican hat wavelet function ψ(x) and its displacement interpolants ζ(x; α1 , α2 ) defined in (3.4) for parameter weights α1 = 0, 0.5, 1 resulting in
scaling (left), and α2 = 0, 0.5, 1 resulting in translation (right).

Let us define a collection of these hat functions with two parameters, the translate t
and the width w,
U = {φ(x − t, w) : 0.1 < t < 0.9, 0 < w < 0.1}.

(3.6)

We will draw functions from U at random, by selecting random values of t and w with
the uniform distribution over their allowed intervals to form Un = {un }. Then we
compute the SVD of the snapshot matrix A whose (n − 1)-th column is the difference
of normalized pseudo-inverses Un† − U1† (2.26),


U † −U †
(3.7)
A = · · · , kU †n−U †1k , · · · .
n

1

2

eα† with respect to αj in
The matrix A is just a normalization of the gradient of U
(2.26). We see that there are two singular values that are the most significant as
shown in Figure 12. The singular vectors corresponding to these singular values
coincide roughly with translation and dilation, as also shown in the same figure. One
may compare these singular vectors with the case when only translation is present,
as displayed in Figure 4.
3.5. 1D acoustics equations. Consider the 1D acoustics equations for pressure
p and velocity u,
 

 
p
0
K0 p
= 0,
(3.8)
+
u t
1/ρ0 0
u x
where K0 is the bulk modulus and ρ0 is the density. Let us suppose the initial
condition for the pressure p(x, 0) is given by the hat function (2.3) that is translated
φ(x − 2w) with w = 0.05, and u(x, 0) = 0. Then the pressure at time t is given by
(3.9)

p(x, t) =

1
[φ(x − 2h − ct; h) + φ(x − 2h + ct; h)]
2

where c =

p
K0 /ρ0 .

For simplicity, let us assume that K0 = ρ0 = 1, so that c = 1. Suppose we are
interested in the behavior of the pressure p with respect to the paramter α = t, the
time variable. We are given the solution at time t1 = 0 and t2 = 3, as shown in the
18

Fig. 12: Semi-log plot of scaled singular values s/s1 of the snapshot matrix (3.7)
(left) and the two leading singular vectors (right). V1† and V2† correspond roughly to
translation and dilation; see Figure 4 for comparison.
.
top row of Figure 13, and we will use the displacement interpolant to approximate
the solution times between t1 or t2 .
Let us make an observation regarding the example in subsection 3.2. When the
number of connected supports of the two given functions are different, the interpolation allocates the probability mass correspondingly and then divides the support. An
example of this is shown in Figure 7. However, this behavior is different from that
of the d’Alembert solution given in (3.9), where two copies of smaller amplitudes are
produced then are transported in opposite directions. In what follows we will show
that, for the given initial condition above, the wave-like behavior of the d’Alembert
solution can be reproduced by applying the interpolation procedure to the derivatives
of the given functions instead.
First, let us define pn (x) = p(x, tn ) for n = 1, 2 then compute

+ #+
d dpn
,
:=
dx dx
" 
+ #−
d dpn
:=
,
dx dx
"

pd+d+
n
(3.10)
pd+d−
n


− #+
d dpn
:=
,
dx dx
" 
− #−
d dpn
:=
.
dx dx
"

pd−d+
n
pnd−d−

In the continuous setting, these functions will be linear combinations of delta functions, but in a discretized setting these will be piece-wise constant functions whose
support is contained in one grid cell.
Then we compute the interpolants
(3.11)

p̃d+d+
:= I(t; p1d+d+ , p2d+d+ ),
t

p̃td−d+ := I(t; p1d−d+ , pd−d+
),
2

p̃d+d−
:= I(t; p1d+d− , p2d+d− ),
t

p̃d−d−
:= I(t; p1d−d− , p2d−d− ).
t

To compute the interpolant we first obtain the corresponding CDFs (2.8) for pnd±d±
for n = 1, 2,
Z x
(3.12)
Pnd±d± (x) :=
pd±d±
(y) dy,
n
−∞
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 13: (a) Solution for the pressure variable p to the 1D acoustics equations(3.8) at
times t1 = 0 and (b) t2 = 3. (c) Displacement interpolant p̃t (3.11) to these two at
t = 1.5 or λ(t) = 0.5, and (d) p̃t at times t = 0.2n for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., 10.
.

which are plotted in Figure 14.
The interpolant is given by summing and integrating,
Z
(3.13)

x

Z

y

p̃t :=
−∞

−∞


p̃td+d+ (z) − p̃d+d−
(z) + p̃td−d+ (z) − p̃td−d− (z) dz dy.
t

The interpolant p̃t at t = 1.5 is shown in in Figure 13(c). It agrees exactly with the
true pressure p(x, 1.5), successfully translating the two hat functions with two opposite
speeds. It is not difficult to verify that p̃t is equal to the exact solution for all values
0 < t < 3. The plot of p̃t for 11 different values tn = 0.2n for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., 10 is
shown in the lower right plot in Figure 13(d).
This demonstrates that for functions whose connected supports are being translated together with some speed, monotone rearrangement can be used to exploit
the low-dimensional structure by utilizing the linear subspace formed by the pseudoinverses of the CDFs computed in (3.12). This also implies that applying the monotone rearrangement to derivatives of a function results in a different transport map,
and this property could be used to construct another monotone rearrangement map.
Depending on the context, other maps could be more useful than the solution to the
Monge-Kantorovich problem itself.
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Fig. 14: The CDFs (3.12) of the functions pd±d±
(top) and p2d±d± (bottom).
1
.
3.6. 1D Burgers shock. In this example, we consider the interpolation of the
sotluion to the 1D Burger’s equation,
(3.14)

ut + uux = 0.

As in the previous section, we are interested in the change in the behavior of the
solution with respect to the paramter α = t, the time variable. Suppose we are
given the solution at two times t1 and t2 , (u1 = u(x, t1 ), u2 = u(x, t2 )) shown in
Figure 15(a),(c). The corresponding CDFs (2.8) are shown in Figure 16. The solution
u to the Burgers’ equation develops shocks, and once a shock is formed, the speed at
which the shock travels is determined by the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition [24].
Although we do not expect the interpolant ũt will agree with the solution u at time
t, unlike in the previous example, we aim to recover a reasonable deformation map
that will provide a suitable approximation to the evolution of the shock.
The solutions at two different times u1 and u2 are shown in the top row of Figure 15. The interpolant ũt where t = 2 (λ(t) = 0.5) is shown in the bottom left plot
of the same figure. The dotted line represents the true solution u(x, t). The plot of
ũt for 10 different values t = 1 + 0.2n for n = 1, 2, ..., 10. is shown in the lower right
plot in the same figure. It is easy to see that the speeds of the propagation of the
shock is linear with respect to time for the interpolant. This is not true for the true
solution, therefore the interpolant is only an approximation whose quality depends
on the distance to the nearest data point in the paramter space of α = t. However,
this yields a far superior approximation than the corresponding linear interpolant of
the two.
3.7. 2D displacement interpolation. In this section, we present an example
of the interpolant (2.35) with spatial dimension d = 2. The two functions u1 (x, y)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 15: (a) Solution u to the Burger’s equation (3.8) at times t1 = 1 and (b) t2 = 3.
(c) Displacement interpolant ũt (3.11) to these two at t = 2 or λ(t) = 0.5, and (d) ũt
at times t = 1 + 0.2n for n = 1, 2, ..., 10 (bottom right).

Fig. 16: The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the solution u to the
Burger’s equation (3.14) at times t1 and t2 , denoted by U1 and U2 .

and u2 (x, y) are given as follows,


3
(|x| + |y| − 0.75)2
(|x| + |y| − 0.5)2
u1 (x, y) = exp −
−
,
2
2 · (0.2)2
2 · (0.2)2


3
(|x − 0.5| + |y − 0.25|)2
u2 (x, y) = exp −
.
2
2 · (0.05)2
The first function u1 is concentrated near a diamond-shaped Gaussian hump centered
at the origin, where as u2 is a much narrower diamond-shaped Gaussian hump centered
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at the coordinates (x, y) = (0.5, 0.25). Let us suppose u1 is the function at parameter
α = 0 whereas u2 is a function at parameter α = 1.
We compute the interpolant (2.35),
ũα = I2 (α; u1 , u2 )

(3.15)

for values α = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75.
The two functions and the interpolants are shown in Figure 17. The interpolant
discovers the translation map, that shifts the center of mass of u1 towards that of
u2 , while shrinking the region of concentrated mass towards the concentrated hump.
In the transformed variables (h, s), this transport map is reduced to a 1D monotone
rearrangement, and the smooth displacement interpolant we have obtained is a lowdimensional for each slice of the transformed variables for fixed ω. This is clear from
(2.33).
3.8. 2D oscillating function. In this example, we will interpolate between 2D
oscillatory functions. Let us consider the radial function with a free parameter k,
  2 
p
r
cos (kπr) , where r = x2 + y 2 , 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1.
(3.16) u(r; k) = exp −
2
2σ
Let us set σ 2 as 0.0125 and the two functions u1 and u2 as
(3.17)

u1 (x, y) := u(r; k1 ),

k1 = 8

and

u2 (x, y) := u(r; k2 ),

k2 = 16.

We will apply the displacement interpolation of the type IT (2.36) in which we will
choose the transform T as,
(3.18)

T = R ⊗ PF,

where F is the Fourier transform P rearranges the Fourier transform,
(3.19)

PF[u] = [Re (F[u])oo , Re (F[u])eo , Re (F[u])oe , Re (F[u])ee ,
Im (F[u])oo , Im (F[u])eo , Im (F[u])oe , Im (F[u])ee ]

where the subscript indices {o, e} indicate the restriction to either odd or even subindices of the 2D arrays, and R⊗ acts on the individual components of (3.19). The
interpolation I⊗ appearing in IT = T −1 I⊗ T acts on the s-variable of the Radon
transform, as before.
The functions u1 , u2 as well as the resulting interpolant ũα with α = 0.75, along
with the even-even component Re (F[·])ee are shown in Figure 18. The interpolant is
able to capture the oscillatory nature of the functions (3.16). Note that their Fourier
transforms are wave-like and that the location of high amplitudes in the frequency
space correspond to the frequency of the oscillation.
Next, let us examine the decay of the singular values of the transport maps
computed for different angles of T [·] for a larger sample of functions of the form
(3.16) with more diverse values of k. To be more clear, we consider the SVD of the
transport maps between the 1D functions
(3.20)

T [v](·, ω) = R ⊗ PF[v](·, ω)

where v ∈ U := {u(r; k) : k = 8 + .5j, j = 0, 1, ..., 49}.
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α=0
α = 0.25
α = 0.5
α = 0.75
α = 1.0
Fig. 17: 2-dimensional displacement interpolant between two functions u1 and u2
given in (3.7), shown together with their discrete Radon transform. The functions
themselves are given in the first row α = 0 and the last row α = 1.

We display the sample mean and the standard deviation over all angles ω of the
singular values sj (ω) computed from these maps in Figure 19, that is,
q
(3.21)
s̄j := Eω [sj (ω)]
and σj := Varω [sj (ω)].
There is now a clear decay of singular values, whereas it is straightforward to show
that the original functions are nearly orthogonal to each other.
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Fig. 18: 2D displacement interpolant between two oscillating functions u1 and u2
given in (3.17) and the interpolant ũ0.75 = IT (0.75; u1 , u2 ) where T is given by (3.18)
(top row), shown together with the corresponding even-even component of Re(PF[u])
(3.19) (bottom row). The plots have been normalized with respect to the maximum
value for ease of comparison.

Fig. 19: Mean and standard deviation of the singular values of the transport maps,
over all angles ω ∈ S 1 (3.21).

3.9. Displacement interpolation for oscillatory functions in 2D.
4. Conclusion and future work. We have introduced a displacement interpolation scheme based on monotone rearrangement solution to the Monge-Kantorovich
problem in 1D. We extended this to the case when the given functions have arbitrary
sign, as well as when multiple functions are given. We then showed that this scheme
can be naturally generalized to multiple spatial dimensions through the use of the
Radon transform, resulting in a generalization of the Lax-Philips transform.
The interpolation allowed the authors to achieve the dimensionality reduction of
wave-like phenomena in 1D scalar conservation laws [38], and we will investiage its
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application in the model reduction of hyperbolic PDEs in a multi-dimensional setting
in a future work. The interpolation method is by no means restricted to hyperbolic
PDEs, however, and may well complement existing dimensionality reduction methods
in various applications where standard methods are unsuccessful.
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